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Abstract

In this paper we will discuss one approach to achieving software reliability. In particular, where software systems are modeled using a formal mathematical framework that is used to verify their behaviors. Once verified these are translated to executable code. Formal system specifications and their behavior analysis are valuable tools that should be at the disposal of the software developers, especially when dealing with systems exhibiting high levels of concurrency. However, theoretically sound specifications have a limited impact, unless tools exist that automatically transform these specifications from high level representation to executable code. One challenge that arises with this approach is to provide a comprehensive and usable set of abstractions (such as files, network protocols, console, etc.) that will serve as building blocks of the abstract software models. Another difficulty is to ensure performance of the generated code. Finally, the translation process has to be formally verified to result in executable code that can be deemed as reliable and correct by its construction.

Introduction

In designing distributed systems, the best practice today involves a patchwork of specifications, including graphical object modeling tools, manual documentation of component interaction, formal specification of interfaces, descriptions of algorithms and protocols with varying degrees of formalism, and specifications of distributed system configuration and deployment. Even when services and algorithms are specified formally, rigorous reasoning about the specifications is often left out of the development process. Without a comprehensive design framework, it is very difficult to ensure that all necessary types of specifications are produced within the design effort. It is usually the case that when a distributed system is first deployed, numerous forgotten or underspecified aspects of the system begin to surface. Granted that one is able to amass all necessary specifications, it is extremely difficult to deal with the dissimilar kinds of specifications and specification formats and media. During the development of a system, it becomes difficult to maintain traceability between the specifications and the resulting implementation. This problem is further aggravated when an existing distributed system needs to be refined, optimized, extended or redeployed. Many of these problems remain outside of the realm of academic research.

Background

Several formal frameworks exist for modeling and reasoning about complex systems [12, 26, 6, 5, 16] (to name a few) and for which software support was developed [10, 25, 13, 7, 18, 28]. These frameworks provide a high level notation that can be used to express concurrent systems (resp. algorithms) at various levels of abstraction, and the mathematical support to reason about their properties. However, for the aforementioned and other frameworks we found a very limited or nonexistent support for automated software development.
During implementation, when high level abstractions are left up to human interpretation then this opens a possibility of undesirable behaviors being introduced into the final code thereby nullifying all formal efforts. There is a documented success for automated code generation for embedded systems [14]. A natural question to ask if the same can be repeated for concurrent systems in general or under what constraints.

Our research is based on the Timed Input/Output Automata [15] (TIOA) formal framework that allows modeling timed & untimed systems and reasoning about their behaviors. The TIOA framework supports a rich set of proof techniques. Invariant assertion techniques are used to prove that properties of automata are true in all reachable states [29]. Compositional reasoning where properties of a system are evaluated by reasoning about each of its components individually [22]. Another important proof strategy is hierarchical proofs [21] where comparable automata are tested whether one implements the other. TIOA framework (and its predecessor Input/Output Automata [24]) have been used to model and verify a wide variety of distributed systems and algorithms [22, 23, 31, 9] and to express and prove several impossibility results. The TEMPO [20] toolkit developed by VeroModo, Inc. [33] contains tools to support analysis of systems such as, a checker that checks syntax and performs static semantic analysis; a simulator to produce and explore execution traces for an automaton; a translation module to the UPPAAL model-checker [19]; and a translation module to the PVS interactive theorem prover [30]. Other Extensions are possible in form of additional plugins.

We find that the Nuprl [1] proof development system and its toolkit [28] present the most relevant body of work. In [3, 11] a framework consisting of Nuprl, Input/Output Automata [22] framework, and the O’Caml programing model have been used to verify certain properties the Ensemble [4], a group communication system and its implementation. Also the Nuprl toolkit [28] supports translation modules to both Java and O’Caml. A contribution of [3, 11] was its formal approach to inheritance and its semantics.

In contrast, we place TIOA at the center and use its notation to model systems and its mathematical support for verification. The TEMPO toolkit implements a software framework around TIOA with native analysis and translation tools and integration of external verification environments.

**TEMPO as a Design Tool**

Flexibility and power of the TIOA framework is contributed to (i) a designer can utilize nondeterminism to allow multiple correct system specifications, hence relaxing assumptions on behaviors of the environment in which it operates (at least at certain parts of the execution); (ii) complex systems can be decomposed into subsystems, where composition of these subsystems yields the unified system abstraction. Such structured design enables one to view specifications at multiple levels of abstraction. Since TEMPO is derived from TIOA, it inherits all of its properties.

The two key problems mentioned in the introduction are the absence of formalism during the design phase and the difficulty with traceability between design and implementation phases. Both characteristics (i) and (ii) can be used to remedy these. The TIOA framework allows designers to use behavior specifications which are more abstract and more natural in expressing system requirements. Once a system is modeled in the TIOA notation, its behavioral specification can be verified using native mathematical support (or external tools). Finally, by use of layered abstractions a designer can successively refine complex specification with additional level of detail until the model is suitable for the final transformation step to executable code. This process allows traceability between specifications and the resulting implementations.

The TEMPO framework extends the TIOA notation and provides a high-level programming environment. The addition of the translation module to Java (discussed next) extends its utility and provides a link from high-level formalism to low-level implementation.
Translation to Java

Employing properties of the TIOA framework and the ease of new functionality integration to the TEMPO toolkit we designed and implemented a TEMPO translation module to executable Java programs [27]. This tool allows us to derive Java codes that are correct by construction, where the translation rules have been formally verified to preserve properties of the source model; i.e., the generated Java code can be viewed as a specialization of the source model, and that the set of its allowed behaviors solves the same problem as its source.

The TEMPO notation allows modeling of almost any type of concurrent system, where not all can be expressed as executable programs (the TIOA is much more powerful with few theoretical limitations in contrast to programming languages constrained by properties of targeted physical platforms). For this reason some restrictions are imposed on the input models. Systems admissible for compilation should be in the node-channel form that reflects the message-passing architecture of networked processing nodes and properties of the communication medium. It is the responsibility of the system designer to decide on the distribution of computation for the intended deployment setting. Given the generality of the TEMPO framework, each networked component can run a different node algorithm. In that case compilation proceeds on the node-by-node basis. Alternatively, a node algorithm could be general enough to allow it to be executed on any number of nodes. Java as the target programming language ensures portability of the generated programs (through specialized Java Virtual Machines) and hides architectural specifics. In order to further promote portability we have chosen MPI implementation presented in [2] and also support communication channels specialized to TCP sockets.

Translation from TEMPO notation to Java is in a way a natural process with some careful steps taken along the way. The key challenge is to provide a library of usable abstractions, such as the ones to the MPI and TCP channels. Additionally our aim is to make the generated code as efficient as possible and at the same time human readable. This approach allows us to deliver an initial code that encourages correctness and that can be further optimized by a programmer who does not need to understand the intricacies of the TEMPO model. Of course any manual augmentation can introduce unwanted behaviors and software bugs, so all correctness guarantees are being voided.

Thus far this new tool was used to generate executable code for Paxos [32, 17, 27] and a few other complex algorithms. Robustness of these translations is currently being tested on a variety of deployment platforms. We are continuing our research to understand limitations of this tool and its applicability to the development of large scale systems.

Limitations and Future Work

The development of TEMPO plugins is continuing. In particular the simulator and the translator both require more work in order to be considered as practical development tools. The toolkit would further benefit from creation of additional plugins providing link to the new proof management systems such as Coq [8]. We are also planning on supplementing the set of plugins with additional code translation modules, for example to the C/C++ programming language.

Conclusions

The nature of software, hardware, and requirements engineering demands unique solutions in order to ensure that software systems perform as expected. Work presented in this paper presents a small step towards closing the existing gap between formal model abstractions and their software implementation. Given the ability of innovation in the theory and practice of computer science, one expects this gap to be only temporary.
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